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Copies of the Type 19 Confederate Note:
COUNTERFEITS OR FACSIMILES?

by IIRENT HUGHES

The financial structure of the Confederate States of
America was always on the brink of disaster. This was
caused by politics, stupidity, ineptitude and a succession
of bad breaks. One of the most incredible misadventures
involved Secretary of the Treasury Christopher Mem-
minger and Samuel Schmidt, manager of the New
Orleans office of American Bank Note Company of New
York, maker of the Type 19 Confederate note.

T EFFERSON Davis was considered one of the leading
"Constitutionalists" of his day. Until the day he died he
sincerely believed that since the states within the United

States had voluntarily joined the Union without giving up their
rights as states, those states had a constitutional right to with-
draw from the Union if their citizens so desired. It was this be-
lief, shared by many Southern leaders, that led many states to
secede individually and then form themselves into the Con-
federate States of America. Their intention was to go their way
as a separate nation and none expected to fight a war in order
to do so. Lincoln had other ideas, of course, and the Civil War
was the result.

Prior to the war Memminger had been a banker, and as such
he knew all about paper money. In those days each bank issued
its own currency which it ordered from one of the giant bank
note printing companies based primarily in New York City.

When the Confederate Congress, meeting in Montgomery,
Alabama on March 9, 1861, authorized the issue of one million
dollars in interest-bearing notes, Memminger did what
bankers had always done. He placed an order with the Na-
tional Bank Note Company of New York to engrave and print
the currency known to modern collectors as "Montgomery
notes:' This issue consisted of 1,606 each of $50 and $100
notes plus 607 each of $500 and $1,000 notes. The bills earned
interest at the rate of 3.65% and could be transferred by en-
dorsement like most bank instruments.

lust who selected these denominations is not clear but appar-
ently it was not Memminger. When the sheets of notes were de-
livered at Montgomery on April 2, 1861, ten days before the war
began, Memminger wrote his friend G.B. Lamar in New York City
that there were too many $1,000 notes and too few $50 and $100
notes. He stated that lie intended to order more of the low
denominations and "suppress" the $1,000s. At this point it ap-
peared that Memminger believed that the New York companies
would supply all the currency the Confederacy would ever need.
He was rudely awakened when the bombardment of Fort Sumter
began on April 12, 1861 and Memminger realized that he was
cut off from the New York companies and the Confederacy had
virtually no facilities to print paper money.

A quick survey revealed that the only plant available in the
South was the small New Orleans branch of American Bank

Note Company, managed by Samuel Schmidt, his young son
and one helper. Memminger should have known that the tiny
shop at No. 12 Royal Street was not capable of volume produc-
tion but the desperate situation demanded that he try. Schmidt
was told to engrave and print $20 million worth of steel-plate
engravings within a two-month deadline. This arrangement
was made through James D. Denegre, president of the Citizen's
Bank of Louisiana. Memminger told Denegre that the alterna-
tive to steel-plate engraving would be stone lithography, a com-
paratively crude process not really suitable for the printing of
secure paper money.

To sustain the Confederate Government during the two
months granted Schmidt, Memminger asked Southern banks
to loan their own notes to the Treasury Department, taking the
interest-bearing "Montgomery notes" as collateral. Many banks
agreed to help the new government in this manner.

Schmidt was told not to use the American Bank Note Com-
pany name on the currency he was to produce and to substitute
the name "Southern Bank Note Company!' This ploy fooled no
one in the industry, but it was good politics to get rid of the
New York name on Confederate money.

Schmidt could not hire more employees—none existed in
New Orleans. Nevertheless he began work and did eventually
produce 5,798 each of the $50 and $100 interest-bearing notes
(now called the "First Richmond Issue") followed by 58,860 $5
notes (Type 31 "Five Females"), 58,860 $10 (Type 22 "Indian Fa-
mily"), 14,860 $20 (Type 19 "Navigation") and 14,860 $50
(Type 15 "Railroad Train") non-interest-bearing notes.

The two-month deadline passed and Memminger had not
received one note from Schmidt. Memminger was a tough in-
dividual who ruled his department with an iron hand. He sent
his agent, Dr. William R Rayburn, to talk to Schmidt and
Denegre. The upshot of this conference was that Schmidt was
told to continue work on his contract but 10,000 sheets of
paper would be transferred to the lithography shop of Jules
Manouvrier, also in New Orleans. Thus began the frantic
efforts to set up other currency printing facilities in Richmond.

Schmidt finally delivered his first contract notes on August
26, 1861 but it did not please Memminger who was disgusted
by the long delay. On August 28 he told Schmidt that he had
only two choices—Schmidt could move his equipment to Rich-
mond to join the other currency printers, or he could stay in
New Orleans if he could speed up production of his second
contract notes. Schmidt chose to stay in New Orleans, but he
could not speed up production. Such output was pure fantasy
on the part of Memminger.

This situation so angered the Secretary that he moved to put
Schmidt out of business by legal means. He had the Con-
federate government label Schmidt's shop an alien enemy,
seized his equipment and paper supply and hauled it off to
Richmond to be used by Leggett, Keatinge & Ball. Schmidt
asked his friend lames Denegre to intercede on his behalf and
Memminger relented somewhat, leaving Schmidt with a mini-
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mum of equipment to keep him in business. This activity con-
tinued until November 16 when Memminger seized Schmidt's
plates and shipped them to Richmond. That was the end of
Schmidt's work for the Confederacy.

The tragedy of this situation was that Schmidt did beautiful
work, turning out masterpieces of the engraver's art. Collectors
today put a magnifying glass on Schmidt's notes and marvel at
the exquisite detail which made his notes virtually immune to
counterfeiting. Never again would the Confederacy enjoy such
beautiful currency and Memminger would have to endure
harsh criticism for the low quality of the paper money that al-
most invited counterfeiters to copy it.

I can find no record of any serious counterfeiter trying to
copy the steel-plate engravings used to print the "Montgomery
notes" or the "First Richmond Issues" and four other note types
produced by Schmidt. There have been some modern repro-
ductions and that sort of thing but nothing of importance to
the serious collector.

Such counterfeits of Schmidt's second contract notes that did
appear during the Civil War were printed from electrotype
plates made from crude woodcuts. I don't know of any litho-
graph copies, but some may exist. That the woodcuts circulated
as genuine is more a reflection of ignorance on the part of the
public than any artistic merit of the notes themselves.

Anybody with a small printing press could produce copies
from an electotype plate, but there were few people capable of
creating a woodcut. Most woodcut artists worked for Harper's
Weekly or Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper which specialized
in pictorial presentations of Civil War events. Photography was
in its infancy and the woodcut was the only medium available
to such publications.

In this article we will examine the woodcut copies of the
Criswell Type 19 "Navigation" note. These counterfeits created
minor problems for the Southern economy but not the severe
ones caused by the very deceptive lithograph copies of other
notes. The rather odd circumstance in which two different
woodcuts were made and from which electrotype plates were
made is interesting because of the mystery involved. We can
only guess at who made the woodcuts, which came first and
who may have copied from whom. The one thing we are sure

of was that our old friend Sam Upham, the Philadelphia shop-
keeper, produced a lot of copies of Type 19, which he always in-
sisted were harmless "facsimiles" But Sam was a sharp old boy
who knew better.

To give the reader an idea of what Schmidt's genuine note
looked like, we will illustrate it and offer a word description of
its details.

Since there is a serial number/signatures disagreement in
one of the counterfeit notes to follow, the reader may be in-
terested in just who among the Treasury clerks signed the gen-
uine notes for the Confederate Treasury Department. Reference
to tables such as this is the quickest way to determine the gen-
uine or counterfeit character of a Confederate note. There are
exceptions to this rule, of course, but it is still a valuable tool.

All of the type 19 counterfeits known to me were printed
from electrotype plates made from two slightly different
woodcuts. I can find no record of a steel-plate or lithograph
counterfeit. How two woodcuts came into being is anybody's
guess, but I suggest one possible explanation.

Sam Upham complained that he had many competitors in
the facsimile business. Perhaps one of them saw the Type 19
note illustrated in a newspaper and bought an electrotype plate
for his own use. The newspaper note would logically have car-
ried the serial number from a genuine note since a woodcut
artist copied everything. Since Sam's competitor wanted his
notes to be different from the newspaper version he may have
shaved the serial number off and printed his facsimiles with
blank spaces. This allowed a dishonest person to write in con-
secutive serial numbers to fool the public and pass off his
copies as genuine.

Upham may have discovered one of these notes on which
someone had written in a fictitious serial number 4316. Not
being able to locate the original woodcut or the source of the
plate, Upham could have taken the note to another woodcut
artist and had him copy it. Upham could then order as many
electrotype plates as he wished, some with the printed serial
number 4316, some without, some with printed signatures and
some without.

Sam Upham was a sharp businessman who gave his cus-
tomers whatever they wanted. From one of his circulars in

THE GENUINE NOTE

Criswell Type 19—$20—issue dated September 2, 1861—by Southern Bank Note Company, New Orleans. Printed in black
and red on excellent paper. At center, female figure representing Navigation, seated beside her globe and charts. At left, fe-
male figure representing Minerva leaning on shield. At right, blacksmith at his forge. Red-orange overprint of two "20"
medallions at upper left and right and a larger "20" medallion at lower center behind which is a rectangular network of the
word 'TWENTY" repeated 192 times in tiny letters. Total issue: 14,860 with written serial numbers and signatures.



AUTHORIZED SIGNERS OF THE TYPE 19

SERIAL NUMBERS: SIGNER FOR REGISTER: SIGNATURE*
AS USED ON NOTE:

SIGNER FOR TREASURER: 	 SIGNATURE*
AS USED ON NOTE:

1	 thru 1900 Temple Ellett T	 Ellett Harrel H. Goodloe_H	 H. Goodloe

1901	 2300 C	 C. Thayer C	 C. Thayer Harrel H. Goodloe _ H. H. Goodloe

2301	 3900 Temple Ellett T	 Ellett Harrel H. Goodloe_H. H. Goodloe

3901	 4400 C. C. Thayer C	 C. Thayer Harrel H. Goodloe_H	 H. Goodloe

4401	 - 5600 Temple Ellett T	 Ellett Harrel H. Goodloe	 H. H. Goodloe

5601	 6400 Thomas J. Miller Tho. J. Miller R. H. L. Tighe	 R	 H. L. Tighe

6401	 - 7200 S	 G. Tinsley S	 G. Tinsley Albert W. Gray	 A	 W. Gray

7201 - 8400 C	 C. Thayer C	 C. Thayer John Ott	 Jno. Ott

8401	 - 9200 R	 Hill,	 Jr. R	 Hill,	 Jr. R	 M. Payne	 R	 M. Payne

9201	 -	 9700 T	 L	 Crouch T	 L	 Crouch F. Westwood Ashby_F. W. Ashby

9701	 11300 Thomas J. Miller Tho. J.	 Miller R. H. L. Tighe	 R	 H. L. Tighe

11301	 12000 Meriwether Winston M. Winston John C. Tennent 	 J	 C. Tennent

12001	 14400 Temple Ellett T	 Ellett Thomas 0. Keesee_T. 0. Keesee

14401	 -	 14860 	 T. L. Crouch 	 T. L. Crouch 	 Albert W. Gray 	 A	 W. Gray

* Clerks were apparently paid on a piecework basis so most shortened their signatures

in the interest of speed.
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which he was soliciting orders for wholesale lots, we see that
Sam offered the customer his choice of notes on "French paper"
at fifty cents per hundred or notes printed on "bank-note and
bond paper" at $1.50 per hundred. Further in his circular Sam
offered a deluxe version for the person who wanted the very

best, "The $5 (two kinds), $10, $20 (two kinds), $50 and $100
Rebel Notes, printed from NEW PLATES, on the best quality
bank note and bond paper, with numbers blank and signatures
omitted if preferred—perfect FACSIMILES of the originals—will
be furnished at $5 per 100, or $40 per 1,000 notes:' Customers

THE SAM UPHAM FACSIMILE

1 Os note 'vas printed from an electrotype plate of a woodcut rendering with the typeset Upham inscription added to the
bottom margin. The serial number 4316 and the signatures C.C. Thayer and Ina Ott are printed. Since the genuine note

with serial number 4316 was signed by C.C. Thayer and H.H. Coodloe, the serial number on the facsimile raises an in-
teresting question. Woodcut artists usually worked from a genuine note and would have simply copied the serial number
which should have been between 7201 and 8400. Why did he use a different serial number on this woodcut? The preceding
scenario offers only one possibility. There may be many others.

Most of these notes found today were closely trimmed and passed into circulation. Notes with the Upham inscription

intact are scarce to rare and command a premium price when offered.
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were told to specify whether they wanted the notes with or
without signatures. Thus, for $5 per 100, a customer could re-
ceive beautiful notes on which he could write in serial numbers
and signatures, coming about as close to the genuine as pos-
sible. It is hard to believe that these notes were not intended to
be passed off as genuine on unsuspecting persons. Some
people believe that the Union government may have furnished
this excellent paper to Upham in order to further cripple the
Southern economy.

I have seen dozens of these facsimiles but never one with
written signatures. Many dishonest persons were willing to fill
in consecutive serial numbers because a dozen notes with the
same printed serial number would be suspicious, but few

wanted to fill in signatures. This may have been because many
people of that era could not write. Nevertheless I think we must
assume that Upharffs notes exist with printed serial numbers
and signatures, written serial numbers with printed signatures
and written serial numbers with written signatures. The last
combination would be quite rare.

One problem is that some notes appear to have written sig-
natures but they turn out to be clever alterations of the printed
signatures in which someone has traced over the printed signa-
tures with brown ink. The signatures look slightly brown but
the strokes are necessarily wider. By holding the note up to a
sun-lit window one can see the black printed signatures under
the "halo" of brown ink. This was just another ruse by the coun-

This is the sante woodcut from which the Upham electrotype plate was made except that the printed serial numbers have been
removed. The note has wide margins all around showing that the regular Upham inscription was never present. Instead,
there is a typeset inscription "Fac-Simile Counterfeit Note." running vertically on the left margin but fin enough out that it
could be trimmed off easily. The paper is of excellent quality but is thinner than most.

Collectors have wondered if such notes were made by Upham. I believe they were, even though Upham may not have
ordered them with the left edge inscription. We know that at one point Union detectives raided Upham's printing plant and
accused him of being a counterfeiter. Sant got off but the experience may have had an effect on Ins printer to the extent that
he insisted that the "Fac-Simile" inscription be printed on each note. The printer was thus made immune from arrest since
he could not be held responsible for whatever happened to the note after it left his plant.

Thi is the Upham facsimile which was originally printed with blank serial number space. Someone wrote in the serial
number 2143 in red ink, trimmed the margins off closely to eliminate the inscription and passed it into circulation. The back
is stained from having been carried in a leather wallet after folding. It appears to have been in circulation for some time but
is otherwise in fine condition. The word "Counterfeit" is written across the back, but there is no way of knowing just when
that was done.

This note was found with written serial numbers that have no relation to the signers of the genuine notes. I have another
specimen with serial number 1679 which is immediately suspect because the Titian Register shows that the genuine note with
that number was signed by Ellett and Goodloe, not Thayer and Ott.
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POINTS OF COMPARISON OF THE TWO WOODCUT VERSIONS

The Upham Version The Second Version

• Three tiny marks over

the "D" of

"CONFEDERATE"

• Three tiny marks over

the "E" of "AMERICA"

• No tiny marks over
the "D" of
"CONFEDERATE"

• No tiny marks over
the "E" of "AMERICA" 

■■••= iararm 'ellv;1=11-1-.

• Blacksmith's hair is

curly and there is a

period after "New

Orleans"

• Blacksmith's hair is
straight and full and
there is no period
after "New Orleans"

• Distinct curved strap

across foot

• Vague straight strap
across foot
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At first glance this woodcut looks very much like the Sam Upham version, but closer examination reveals many differences:
1. There are no tiny marks over the "D" of "CONFEDERATE" and the "E" of 'AMERICA." The marks are present on

the Upham note.
2. The blacksmith's hair is straight rather than curly as it is on the Upham version.
3. There is no period after "New Orleans" on the right end. The Upham version has a period.
4. There is no distinct sandal strap across Minerva's foot; the Upham version shows a distinct curved strap.
I have four specimens of this second woodcut version note. All are closely trimmed, probably indicating that edge inscrip-

tions were trimmed off. All have printed signatures. Two notes have blank serial number spaces but circulated anyway. Two
have written serial numbers that do not agree with the Thian Register. All four notes have a crude overprint that is redder
than the ones on the Upham notes, where they are almost orange.

If anyone has Type 19 counterfeits not mentioned in this article, 1 would appreciate a postcard or letter addressed to me
at 781 Seay Road, Inman, SC 29349 giving pertinent details.

terfeiter to make the fakes appear genuine. One cannot be too
careful in examining counterfeit varieties.
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Printing Impressions Intended for
HEATH'S INFALLIBLE

COUNTERFEIT DETECTOR
by GENE HESSLER

(The letters reprinted here were observed while researching another
subject. The subject could, and perhaps should, be researched further.
However, for now this is all this writer has recorded.)

0 N occasion, impressions of face and back designs,
authentic and counterfeit, both printed by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing (BEP) and intended for in-

clusion in a Heath's Infallible Counterfeit Detector, have been re-
moved from those publications and have masqueraded as

proof impressions. The paper used for the Heath publication is
in contrast different than the soft paper used for official BEP
proofs. The counterfeit impressions in the Heath publications
were printed by the BEP from captured plates.

The two letters that follow verify that some of these impres-
sions were disseminated without being included in Heath's .. .
Detector. Geo. B. McCartee, Chief of the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing sent the letters to Laban Heath: the first on 9 June
1870, the second is undated.
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